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Weather and War. RADIO ADDRESS over station W D A F , Kansas City, Mo., Thursday, June 9,
1938, at 10:00 p.m. (This is the same as "Weather and National Defense" given by Dr.
Gregg over station W O L , Mutual Network, Washington, D. C., 11:45 a.m., Feb. 23, 1938.)
National 4 - H Club Meeting.
ADDRESS given before members of the 4 - H Club in Dept. of
Agriculture Auditorium on June 20, 1938. ( N o manuscript.)
Progress in Weather Forecasting. ADDRESS before meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Washington, D. C., June 22, 1938. Mimeographed. Elec. Eng., Oct., 1938, ill.,
405-412; Abstr. J. A. S., Dec., 38, p. 82.
The Radiometeorograph.
ADDRESS, meeting of Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, Inc.,
Ottawa, Canada, June 29, 1 9 3 8 — A A A S program.
Mimeographed.
Abstract, Canadian
Aviation, Aug., 1938, Vol. XI, No. 8, pp. 14-16, under heading, "The Radiometeorograph
and its Significance in Meteorological Service."
The following four articles were prepared by Mr. Gregg and submitted for publication, but,
as far as can be ascertained, they have not yet appeared in p r i n t : —
Weather Service and Business Efficiency. Prepared for publication in Chamber of Commerce
Bulletins.
The Future of Meteorological Service for Aeronautics.
Prepared for Wayne W . Parrish,
National Aeronautic Association, for publication in Leadership.
U. S. Weather Bureau. Prepared for section "Scientific Notes and N e w s " in the Journ. Washington Acad, of Sci.
My Strongest Impression in Soviet Russia. Prepared for Mr. Moissaye J. Olgin, 35 E. 12th St.,
New York City, for publication in the "Pravda."

Ice and Icing
Supercooling
and
Freezing
of
W a t e r , Technical News Bulletin of
the National Bureau of Standards,

No. 254, June 1938, pp. 53-54.
Recent experiments by N. Ernest
Dorsey, described in (Bur. of Standards) RP1105, which is published in
the June 1938 of the B. of S. Journal
of Research, shows that many previous ideas concerning supercooled
water are erroneous. Supercooled
water is quite stable. In conducting
experiments, it is not necessary to use
only a small volume, or to keep supercooled water quiescent. It may be
disturbed greatly without freezing,
although it may be made to freeze by
disturbances of certain types. Furthermore, the temperature of the
water is a matter of prime, not secondary, importance. A given specimen
of water will freeze spontaneously at
one, and only one, definite temperature. That marks the limit beyond
which it cannot be supercooled. On
the other hand, the time that the temperature of the water has been below
the melting point has no effect upon
the freezing. Such is the normal behavior, but abnormalities of various
kinds, some very marked, exist. These
point to changes taking place spontaneously in the specimen. These
changes presumably have to do primarily with invisible motes, suspended
in the water rather than with the
water itself.
It has long been known that the
supercooling of water may be facilitated by a preliminary heating; and
it seems to be commonly believed that

the effect of the heating is transient.
But in the present work it has been
found that the effect is essentially
permanent, that it will persist at room
temperature for more than 6 months;
and it has been found that the temperature at which the water freezes
spontaneously may be changed by allowing the water to stand undisturbed,
i.e., to settle. Then water from the
upper layers will freeze at a lower,
and that from the lower ones at a
higher temperature than did the
water before settling.
All these various effects and abnormalities may be accounted for by assuming that the water contains motes
floating in it, and that the temperature at which a given specimen of
water freezes spontaneously is determined, within limits, by the size of the
largest mote that it contains; the
smaller the mote, the lower the temperature at which the water freezes*
Heating promotes the dissolving of
the motes; settling allows the larger
ones to fall to the lower layers.
Whether this is the actual explanation, and how water without motes behaves, remain for future work to decide. It seems unlikely that anyone
has yet studied the freezing of a
specimen of water entirely devoid of
motes.
In this work, over 50 different specimens of water, from various sources,,
both natural and artificial, have been
studied. In each case 8 cm3 of the
water was sealed in a 2-cm cylindrical
glass bulb of twice that volume. No
specimen froze spontaneously at a
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a temperature higher than -3° C, and
one froze repeatedly near -21° C. The
others were distributed throughout
that range.
T h e Application of the Harvard
Radio Meteorograph to a Study of

Icing Conditions, by Karl O. Lange,
Journ. of Aeron. Sci., vol. 6, Dec.,
1938, pp. 59-63. [Reprint available on
request from Blue Hill Observatory.]
SUMMARY: "Routine radio soundings
since December, 1936, have yielded
cases in which ice formation greatly
affected the ascensional rate of the
balloons. In several instances they
were forced into a rapid descent of
several thousand feet before the ice
melted off. From the changes of the
rate of ascension, the amount of ice
formation can be computed, i.e., radio
soundings indicate the existence and
amount of icing in the atmosphere.
"Present samples of such radio
soundings indicate the formation of
an amount of ice of the order of magnitude of one kilogram. It formed
suddenly and occurred in layers of a
steep temperature at relative humidities of less than 100 percent. Rapid
formation of large quantities of ice
near the temperature of the freezing
point can be explained only if the way
in which the heat of fusion is extracted can be determined. The radio
meteorograph records show that the
air was not saturated, allowing rapid
evaporation of part of the cloud or
rain drops after they hit the aircraft.
The amount of heat absorbed by this
process is sufficient to change considerable amounts of liquid water into ice
in a relatively short time. The observational material presented in this
paper indicates that relative humidities of less than 100 percent are a
prerequisite for dangerous ice formation.
"Blue Hill Observatory proposes to
conduct a systematic study of the
mechanics of ice formation by means
of successive radio soundings on days
when the regular early morning ascents show icing and by expansion of
the rime studies on Mount Washington."
T h e Formation of Ice on A i r c r a f t ,

by J. Dentan, L'Aeronautique, Oct.
1938, pp. 2071-210 and 211-220, 14 illus.
"Study of the phenomena of ice

formation, and means for protecting
aircraft against icing. Mechanisms of
formation of different types of ice are
discussed, in regard to initial conditions corresponding to a metastable
equilibrium for several cases. Importance of icing and speed of the
formation is shown, especially the
effect of humidity on speed of the airplane and the angle of inclination of
the surface, and speed of formation
of the ice.
"Second section, discusses means for
protection against icing, including:
prediction of icing, warning and indicators of icing, and natural removal
of the ice; and effects of icing on the
airplanes. Arrangements suitable to
aircraft for contending with the formation or accumulation of ice are
described covering: thermal methods
utilizing exhaust gases and electrical
heating; mechanical methods; and
chemical methods giving ^protection
by coating and by soluble mixtures.
Drawing shows installation of the
Goodrich system on the Bloch 220,
French equipment, and the TWA
Goodrich system. N. A. C. A. and
foreign results are discussed." Abstr.
repr. from J. Aero. Sci., Vol. 6, Jan.
1939,

p.

123.

Some Remarks on the Physical A s pects of the A i r c r a f t Icing Problem,

by A. R. Stickley, Journ. Aeron. Sci.,
vol. 5, Sept., 1938, p. 446.—"Summarizing, it has been shown that: (1) As
the size of the droplets decrease the
amount of aircraft icing becomes
vanishingly small. (2) Under certain
conditions, it is possible for undercooled drops to become so large that
the excess liquid water remaining
after their impact will wash away a
great part of the ice formed.
(3)
Assuming that a plane is flying in a
cloud in which the usual high humidities prevail, a consideration of
certain equations set up by Schumann
(Q. Jn. Roy. Met. Soc.,) for the dissipation of the heat of fusion from a
hailstone indicates that conduction
plays a part considerably more important than that played by evaporation in dissipating the heat of fusion
from the ice deposit on the plane. (4)
The "icing time" concept of Bleeker
(Met. Zeit.,) offers a possible basis for
explaining the peculiarities in shape
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of the various aircraft ice deposits,
(5) No noteworthy reduction of the
freezing point of droplets of the sizes

which contribute to aircraft icing resuits from the presence of salt nuclei
in them."—Author's summary.

Meteorology at the New York Meetin; of the Institute of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Jan 2 5 - 2 7 , 1939

In continuation of the Weather
Bureau's study of the aircraft icing
problem (see immediately preceding
note), A. R. Stickley (P. F. Clapp coauthor) presented a statistical endorsement of the Bergeron-Findeisen theory
of the formation of precipitation,
which calls for an ice-crystal beginning for any precipitation of large
enough drops to be important in aircraft icing. H. G. Houghton and Ben
Holzman, however, pointed to the occurrence of rains from clouds entirely
above freezing, which does not permit
so simple an explanation of precipitation.
H. Diamond and A. H. Mears (W.
S. Hinman, and C. Harmantas, joint
authors) described improvements and
experience in radio soundings, particularly the marked progress on the
problem of registration of upper air
humidity by electrical means. The
Navy type of radiosondes, now in use
at 7 stations, was shown to meet severe requirements of accuracy and
consistent ascents into the stratosphere daily.
The relation between visibility and
the constitution of clouds and fog was
shown by H. G. Houghton to be very
direct, the greater the liquid water
content the poorer the visibility. W.
E. K. Middleton, discussing this paper, urged the use of "visual range"
as more explicit than "visibility". L.

P. Harrison on behalf of H. Landsberg
presented statistics of fog with or
without rain or snow and visual range
on the Taunus. With fog and rain
or wet fog the visual range averages
78 m while fog and snow and fog without precipitation permit a visual
range to 112 and 150 m, respectively.
The national program relating to
pressure settings for sensitive altimeters described by L. P. Harrison
indicated great care closely to limit
the maximum deviations of indicated
from actual heights of airplanes.
The use of isentropic charts in
short-term forecasting, especially, and
the use of divergences of tropical air
aloft to predict the formation of lows,
was described by Jerome Namias and
seconded by Horace R. Byers.
Gardner Emmons of New York
University presented daily analyses of
the morning's weather in detail (upper-air charts and diagram included,
and all on lantern slides) by 1:45 each
afternoon.
George F. Taylor described recent
trends in airline meteorology and
dispatching.
Commander F. W. Reichelderfer,
new chief of the Weather Bureau, was
among those presented with honorary
memberships in the Institute; and he
responded with a brief address on
"Our expanding weather service".—
C. F. B.

Reviews
Weather Rambles, by W. J. Humphreys, Williams and Wilkins Co.,
Baltimore, 1937, 265 pages, 37 illus.
Any meteorologist who is interested amount of such entertainment by
in being entertained by reading about reading this delightful book by Prohis own science will get an immense fessor Humphreys, and in the course
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